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Jake Paul and Nate Diaz finally face off against each other tonight. One of the most anticipated 

events of the summer is just a day away when Jake Paul finally gets in the ring against Nate 

Diaz, live on DAZN and DAZN PPV tomorrow. 

 

 
 

Troublemaker Jake Paul and UFC icon Nate Diaz return this Saturday, August 5th. Here's how to 

watch the highly anticipated Paul vs. Diaz Grudge match live online for free. 

 

Ready 4 War!Here's How To Watch Or Watch Jake Paul vs Nate His Diaz Live For Free On 

Reddit And Cracks. This includes where you can watch the highly anticipated cruiserweight 

boxing match online. The biggest boxing match of the long-running rivalry will be held at the 

American Airlines Center in Dallas. But it's set to air on ESPN as a PPV, so now's the time to 

register. The Battle of the Century can also be seen on DAZN. 

https://eisomoynews.online/boxing/


 

Jake Paul and Nate Diaz are finally ready to step into the ring. The two set a date for their long-

awaited boxing match. Everything you need to know about the event is here. 

 

Jake Paul's comeback is drawing near. This Saturday, the YouTuber and former boxer will take 

on Nate Diaz at the American Airlines Center in Dallas, Texas. This will be a big day for Paul 

Brothers fans as Logan Paul will take on Ricochet at WWE SummerSlam on the same day. The 

Jake Paul vs. Nate Diaz fight card also includes a match between Amanda Serrano and Heather 

Hardy for the WBA, WBC, IBF, WBO and The Ring featherweight titles. 

 

The "problem child" who suffered his first loss as a professional boxer faces the match. The 

American lost by decision to Tommy Fury in Saudi Arabia in February. His most recent victory 

came in 2022 when he defeated former UFC middleweight champion Anderson Silva by 

decision. He has beaten players like Tyrone Woodley and Ben Askren in his professional career 

so far. Making his boxing debut, 

 

Diaz is a former UFC contestant and one of the UFC's top undefeated fighters. During his UFC 

career, Diaz fought some of the best fighters, including two fights against Conor McGregor, 

Tony Ferguson, Jorge Masvidal, Leon Edwards and Benson Henderson. 

 

The former Youtuber made quite a stir in the boxing world in 2018 when he made his debut on 

the undercard for his brother Logan's fight against KSI. Jake's journey began with his Vine 

video, where he has 5.3 million followers and he has 2 billion views. This success gave him the 

opportunity to start his YouTube channel and succeed at the age of 17. After that, he caught the 

attention of Disney Channel and ended up appearing in one of their shows. 

 

American Diaz left the UFC in September, but fans are now waiting to see what he'll do in his 

boxing debut against a young opponent. If you're looking for how to watch Jake Paul vs Nate 

Diaz, know this. Paul vs. Diaz will air exclusively on his PPV via DAZN and his ESPN+ this 

Saturday. 

 


